Cellular, circuit, and synaptic mechanisms in song learning.
Songbirds, much like humans, learn their vocal behavior, and must be able to hear both themselves and others to do so. Studies of the brain areas involved in singing and song learning could reveal the underlying neural mechanisms. Here we describe experiments that explore the properties of the songbird anterior forebrain pathway (AFP), a basal ganglia-forebrain circuit known to be critical for song learning and for adult modification of vocal output. First, neural recordings in anesthetized, juvenile birds show that auditory AFP neurons become selectively responsive to the song stimuli that are compared during sensorimotor learning. Individual AFP neurons develop tuning to the bird's own song (BOS), and in many cases to the tutor song as well, even when these stimuli are manipulated to be very different from each other. Such dual selectivity could be useful in the BOS-tutor song comparison critical to song learning. Second, simultaneous neural recordings from the AFP and its target nucleus in the song motor pathway in anesthetized adult birds reveal correlated activity that is preserved through multiple steps of the circuits for song, including the AFP. This suggests that the AFP contains highly functionally interconnected neurons, an architecture that can preserve information about the timing of firing of groups of neurons. Finally, in vitro studies show that recurrent synapses between neurons in the AFP outflow nucleus, which are expected to contribute importantly to AFP correlation, can undergo activity-dependent and timing-sensitive strengthening. This synaptic enhancement appears to be restricted to birds in the sensory critical and early sensorimotor phases of learning. Together, these studies show that the AFP contains cells that reflect learning of both BOS and tutor song, as well as developmentally regulated synaptic and circuit mechanisms well-suited to create temporally organized assemblies of such cells. Such experience-dependent sensorimotor assemblies are likely to be critical to the AFP's role in song learning. Moreover, studies of such mechanisms in this basal ganglia circuit specialized for song may shed light more generally on how basal ganglia circuits function in guiding motor learning using sensory feedback signals.